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Возведение л-сопряженных связностей

K. Yano and S. Isihara have investigated complete and horizontal lifts of geometric
objects from a differential manifold M to the manifold TM in [4].
In this paper we present some proporties of the pair of linear connections on TM given
by complete and horozontal lifts of the pair of //-conjugate connections on M. With the
aid of metods given in [4] we transfer some results concerning n-conjugate connections
and n-geodesics fromM to TM.
The main results are contained in theorems (21) and (44). All our considerations are in
the category
.

1. Introduction. Let (M, V) be a smooth //-dimensional manifold with a linear connec
tion
We denote by TM the tangent bundle over the manifold M. Letp denote the na
tural projection p : TM -* M On TM there exists the natural structure of smooth 2n-dimensional differential manifold induced from M. (see e. g. [4] chapter I. §1.)
We assume that indices //, i, j, ... vary over (1........//], indices h. i, j,... vary over [// +
+ 1,..., 2//] and indices H, I, J, ... vary over (1,..., n, n + 1,... , 2«]. The Einstein sum
mation convention will be used with respect to these systems of indices. Let/* denotes
the tangent map of a given mapping / and cxpx the exponential mapping with respect to
the given linear connection V- The expx yields a diffeoniorphism of a neighborhood U' of
0 in TXM onto a neighborhood U of x in M, and f/ denotes the automorphism of TXM
given by tz(Y) - T - Z for K G TXM. p* being the tangent map of canonical projection
P : TM ~^M and projection K is denoted as follows: for each A G Tz TM andx -p(Z) we
set

(1)
where

t

K|Z(4) :=(expx 'tZ'T)*(A)

denotes the C“-map of p~l (U) into TXM which assings to every Y Gp"1 (17) the
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element r(K) £ TXM which is obtained by a parallel transport of Y fromy = p(Y) to the
point x along the unique geodesic arc in U joining x and y.
Let R2n be the Euclidean space of.dimension 2«, and let (U, x) be a local chart onM
We denote by (xn .. , x„) a holonomic field of framed on U determined by x. Let’s de
fine X:

X-.p'1 (U)^R2n/Z -* (x*...., xn, Z\..., Zn)
where (Z1,..., Z") are components ofZ£p'* (£7) with respect to the frame (xj,, x„)
and (x1....... x”) are the coordinates of the point x = p(Z) in (U, x). The pair (p-1(£7), X)
is called the natural lift of the chart (U, x). The natural lift of the local chart (£7, x) is the
local chart on TM. The field of holonomic frames with respect to the local hart (p_1 (£7),
X) is called the natural frame. We denote it by (xj,..., x„, x„+1,... x2n).
i

Let (T ) be local coefficients of the linear connection v ; i. e. VxfXZ ~
/k

„

k

2 rx,t. Then

k-i ij

there are defined [2] the two linear mappings of TTM onto TM. p* is tangential to p.
thus if 'P maps a neighbourhood of 0 in A into TM so that X is a corresponding ‘velocity
vector’, then p • 'P describes a curve of its foot points in M and p*X is just its velocity
vektor. Another mapping, K, is defined locally as follows:

(2)

X(X) = 2 (X'*n + T X'Z*)x,-, where X = Z XA xA .
i=i
jk
A =i

The projections p and K have the followingproperties:
a) for each Z £ TM
p,\Tz(TM) and K\TZ(TM)

are linear mappings of rank nn = dimM with values in Tp^z^M.
b) for arbitrary Z £ TM there exists the following decomposition into a direct sum
Tz TM = ker(p * | Tz TM) © ker(A I Tz TM)

where dim kerp» = dim ker/S = n.
The definitions of horizontal, vertical and complete liftings used in thesequel are takenfrom [2] and [4].
A vector field vH on TM is said to be the horizontal lift of the vector field v on M iff
for every Z £ TM with x = p (Z) we have
p*(r//(Z)) = vfx) and A-(vff(Z)) = 0.

A vector field r 1 on TM is said to be vertical lift of the vector field v onM. iff for all
ZETM we have
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p*(v K(Z)) = 0 and K(y r(Z))» v(x).
A vector field vc on TM is called a complete lift of the vector field v onAf, iff we have
p«(vc(Z)) = r(x) and K(yc(Z)) = (Vz»0(*) •

Let T*TM denote a bundle which is cotangent with respect to the tangent bundle
T(TM). If there is given a frame (x,, ... , x^, xn+1,..., x2n), then there exists a unique
co-frame dx1, ... , dx", dxn+1, ... , dx2", such that the value of dxA \Z on x^ \Z is
eaqual to the Kronecker

.

A covector field co# =

S coH.dxA on TM is said to be the horizontal lift of the co4-1 A

vector field co on M iff for all Z S TM withx -p(Z) and for each vector field v on3f we
have

co#(v#)|Z = 0 andco#(Z)|Z = co(p)|x .
A covector field co r on TM is said to be the vertical lift the convector field co on 3f iff

co r(v#)iZ = co(v)|x and coV (yv)\Z=Q .

A covector field coC on TM is said to be the complete lift of the covector field co iff
coC(vc)\Z = o(Vzv)|x + (Vz «)09 I*
coc(v#)|Z = (Vzw)(»’)lx

coc (yv)\Z = co(y)\x
Let f be a smooth real valued function onM A function/^ on TM defined by/^(Z):

: =/(p(Z)), for arbitrary Z&TM is the vertical lift of the function/
A function /^ on TM defined on each Z € TM by the formula f^(Z) = S Zkf\ g, is
Jt-i
the complete lift of the function/
Let (CZ, x) be a local chart onM and Q?'1 (U),X) a local chart on TM. Let (v1........v")
and (coj, ..., co„) be local coordinates of the vector field v and the covector field co on A/
respectively. The vector field v c on TM has the coordinates

(3)

[vK(Z)]-. = (yl,
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for any point Z of the local chart (p"1(l/),A'). Then the covector <uC(Z) has local coordi
nates

”4
n ' i
( £ Z u)n/,..., £ Z u>nlZ. wi........wn)
i«i
i»i
Let f be a smooth real-valued function on M and v be a vector field on M. Thus the
complete lift of the product fv hrs the form
(fv)c(Z) =f<\Z)v V(Z) +f^(Z)vc(Z) .

Lemma. If (xj,
, x„) is the holonomie frame field on U, the set of 2n vector fields
(xf,..., x£ xf.,,, x%„)on
is a local field offrames on TM.
The matrix which transfers the linear bazis (*a)a*i ,...,2n into the (xf,..., x£, x^,::.

... , xjf ) has the following form

1 0
0 1

0

*

1 0
o\

\

/

This matrix is non-singular what comletes the proof of the lemma.

Remark. The module of local vector filds on TM is generated by means of complete
and vertical lifts of holonomie vector fields fromM
Let x be a symmetric non-singular tensor field on M of the type (0, 2). A symmetric
non-singular tensor field
on TM of the type (0, 2) is said to be the complete lift of the
tensor field if the equalities
(4.1)

jrc(vc,wCjlz=(Vz’00'.M)lx+ n(Vzv, u)|x +

(4.2)

rrc(vc, MK)|z = ff(7zv, «)|x

(4.3)

ttC(yV,uC)\z = Ttty, fyu)\x

(4.4)

ffC(FK.«r)lz = 0,

Vzu)ix

hold for arbitrary vector fields u, v on M and for each point Z e TM withx = p(Z). Let
(»//) be local coordinates of the tensor field it and (rr'^) the local coordinates in a chart (u,
x) of the inverse tensor field rf1. The local coordinates of ttc in the local chart (p~l (U), X)
are the following
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2 Zknijïk

ttij

(S0)(Z): =

(5)

\
The local coordinates of (jt_1 )c are

(^)(2)

(6)

'o
\

iV

'

ïzM*

*’*

/

= 5 /.

where we have

2. Complete lift of n-conjugate linear connections. The following theorem is valid:
(cf. [4]). If M is a differentiable manifold with a linear connection V, then there exists
a unique linear connections on TM which satisfies
(7)

= (VF«)f
h

for every vector fields v, u on M. If (T) are the local coefficiens of the connection V,
then the coefficients of the connection Ve with respect to the local chart (p_1 (£/), X} are

’

as follows

»

rj (Z) = r(x). ft (Z) = 0, $(Z) = 0, f£r(Z) = 0,
}i

(8)

fa) =

z* r t, r*,<z). r M, r*r(Z) -| (x). ^,(Z) » 0.

The connections Ve is called the complete lift of the linear connection VFor any vector field v on M we define the covector field nAv := jr(—, v). Thus we have
tr'' v(w) = n(w, v) for arbitrary vector field w on M. So nA denote izomorphism of the
module of vector fields on M onto the module of covector fields on M. Let tt\J denote the
mapping which is reciprocal to nA. We define a mapping u\/ as follows: if 6 is a covector
field on M then it\jQ is such a vector field that it holds tt{tt\jQ, v) := 0(v) for any vector
field. The composition try • nA is the identity map on the module of vector fields on M
and the composition trf\ • ny is the identity map on the module of covector fields onM
The map V(_)(wAv) denotes the linear mapping from the module of vector fields on Af
onto the module of covector fields: i. e. •

V(_) ("Av) : u -+ 7„ (nAv)
where Vu (nAv) is the covector field on M.
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The map 7(—)(”V 0) denotes the linear mapping from the module off vector fields on
M onto itself: i. e. for arbitrary vector fields u, 7U
is the vector field onM.
Let V be the linear connection on M and let jt be a non-singular tensor field of the
type (0, 2) on M.

Definition. The connection V* on M which is given by the formula

tfvu : = 7»« +

(10)

jtv(7v(jt^u))

,

is said to be a w-conjugate connection with respect to the given connection 7- Inthe local
chart (tZ, x) the formula (10) takes the form
(11)
where (Gk) are the local coefficients of the connection 7 ■
We have the foUowing.

Lemma. The following identity is valid

(»v(7r(nA„)))C =

(13)

Proof. If the use the local frame (xj,..., x„) then we may write

lm =

^k^^h Im ■

This follows by formula (3) in the left-hand member of (13):

(14)

(^(7/^)))^ = ^2 (t>J*7*»rJ/uf)xA + j, a/i^vMx^

for eachZ 6p_1 (U) where m =p{Z).

We have for the right-hand member of formula (13) the equality
(15) »^(«CA«C))IZ -J?

where (L^)^j

2n are

^oca^ comP°nents of the vector vc (see formula (3)),

and (nrj) are local components of the tensor ttc and (if1 )c respectively. These are

given by (5), (6) and the coefficients (f^) are given by (8). We decompose the right-hand
member of the formula (15) into the form
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From direct calculations we have the following identities

(16)
(5*sVri?sX’<)lz = M«*,V*tr/r*)|z

(17)

Proof of the formula (17):

=

(18)

Ui + Vk”:j ^U' + ^sj

=

]/k ui + V»

+

^sT^uT) +

+ Vk*sj

V&j v^)

We have the obvious identities

(18.1)

^si^Z-^^si^p

(18.2)

^si^Z=^si

(18.3)

^k:"si^Z=^kr,si

(18.4)

^k‘"tl^Z~^k1lsi

and

(18.5)-(18.8) (7r,r)l2 = (Wlz = (7jt^z)lz = <VjEn-r)lz = 0
If we apply the above identities to the right-hand side of formula (18) then we obtain:

(19)

»*-C‘«'Z'’(Vt»!i)l;,+Zl’v‘f,0'V^„+Zl’,‘U'|),7t,,i) +
+z^«(r*u'Vt,„)

for h = l,..., n. The above expressions (19) are differentials of real functions (iths V* ff,,-'
u‘ V>1\-1

n

resPect t0 th® vector Z£pTl(t/). All functions (Tthsnsiu'vk)h. j..... „

are defined in a certain open subset of Rn. The expression (19) may be written in the form

(2°)

........
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which completes proof of the formula (17). In order to get a proof of (16) it is sufficient
to writte the left-hand member of these indentities in the explicit form.

Theorem. If the linear connections
and 7 are rr-conjugate in the sense of the for
mula (10) then the connections 7*C and 7e are rtc-conjugate on TM.

Proof. The condition for ^-conjugation has the following local form
(22)

7^C = 7^uC + ^(7^(irCA«C)),

for arbitrary vector fields u, v on M. The complete lift of the formula (10) yields us

(23)

^uC = Vj’cuC+(irv(V/»Au)))C

We have

(24)

7*fc«C = ^cuC + ^(V^c(ircA (yC))

from the lemma (12) and the above formula. That completes the proof of theorem (21).

3. Corollaries concerning curves in TM which are related to curves inAf. Let (Af, \J, it)
be a structure like one considered in 2. We assume that 7ff 0 every onM. Let’s take
consider the linear connection V* defined ba the formula (10) on the manifold M with a
so defined structure. Let 7 : R 31 -+ M be a parametrization of the curve k on M. The /-jet
is the tangent vector of the curve k at the point 7(1). We

of the map 7, /J ( st(t) = Ty

say that curve k onM is a ^-geodesic ([1], [3]) if

(25)

7rT + jrv(Vr(*AD) = XT

X being some real function.

We are going to consider a structure (TM, 7e. nC) where 7e and 7rc are complete lifts
of 7 and ir respectively.

Lemma. If^Jrr^Q then 7e

0. Moreover 7eir^ = 0 iff ^tt = 0.

Proof. In a local chart (p~l (U), X) formulas (18.1 —18.8) imply

P«1
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<4^2 = »

(Vf.fr)lz-0
(V^lz-o

We obtain from above identities the implication

(7rr¥=O)=»(?cjrc¥=O)
If VCtfC = 0 then all above identies are equal to zero. We have the equivalence
^k nsi~ °) ”

*SJ ~ °)

from (7fw^.) 1 z = 7*. ttsj = 0 which completes the proof of lemma (26).

Let the tensor field rr on (M. 7) satisfy the condition: \Jn & 0 every where onAf. Then
the connection 7* defined by the formula (10) is different from the connection 7Let TM be a manifold with connection 7e and symétrie non-singular tensor field itc
of the type (0,2). We define the new connection 7e by putting
(27)

7^«C = ^c“C +

(*CA“C))

for arbitrary vector fields v, u on M. The above defined connection 7*" is called the
•conjugate with respect to the given connection 7*" • We have
Theorem. The complete lift of the connection SJ* given by the formula (10) ia identi
cal to the Trc-conjugare connection 7e* of the connection 7^ which is given by thefor-

ontla(21),i. e. (7*C) = 7C*
Proof. We have from the formulas (22) and (27)

7*^ = 7^^
which gives us at once the statement of theorem (28).
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Let 7 : / -* M/t -* 7(f) be the description of the curve k onM. The mapping 7* :/->
-* TM/s -+ /’, s7(f) paremetrizes the curve k* on TM. This is a natural lift of the curve k.

The natural lift k* of the geodesic on (M,V) is the geodesic on TM with respect to the
connection Ve.

Example. Let k be 7r-geodesic on (M, '\J, it), i. e. k is a geodesic on M with respect to
the connection V*- The natural lift fc* is the nc-geodesic on (TM, VO and it is a geodesic
on TM with respect to the connection V*c.

Let’s consider the arbitrary k with the local parametrization 7:/-+TM and/17= T
which satisfies the equality
(29)

7£r+^(Vr(7TCA5) = xr

where X is a certain smooth real function on TM.
We have from the theorem (21).

Corollary. The curve k is a geodesic on TM with respect to the connection V^* defin
ed by the formula (27).

Proof. Making use of the identity (22) to the left hand member of formula (29) we
have

V~C7’ = X7’
and by virtue of the theorem (28) we get

v£*r = xr
The last equation describes a geodesic on TM with respect to the connection V^* q.e.d.

Let M and TM be manifolds with connections V and

respectively. Let k be a curve

on TM which is parametrized by 7 = w • 7 :1 -> TM, where 7 is a parametrization of k,

k being a certain curve on M and w is some vector field on M. The curve k is geodesic on
TM with respect to the given connection if, and only if
1) 7 parametrizes some geodesic k on (M, V)
2) w | ini7 is a Jacobi vector field along the curve k (see [4] Prop. 9.1.)
There exists a unique connection on M which has a zero torsion and it has the same geo
desics as the given connection V. Then we may take a torsion less connections V for
studying geodesics.
Let 7 be a connection with zero torsion on M and 7 be a parametrization of some geo
desic k. A smooth vector field w on M is called a Jacobi field along k, if there holds along k
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\7r7r w=RTwT

(31)
where T = j1 j.

For the arbitrary vector fields u, v, w, on A/

(32)

=

Now we introduce some formulas for to determinate geodesic on TM. Let 7 :/-*•M be
a parametrization of a geodesic k onM and /3 be a fixed real number from / CR, (e,,...,
en) be a given basis in the vector space
The vector T is the tangent vector along

the curve k. Let («1, ... , un) denote the parallel transport of fa,..., efl) along the geo
desic k, then for each t CI the vectors (u, (t),... ,un (r)) C

^M form a basis of

({>M.

We assume that T = un. The Jacobi field tv can be written uniquely in the form tv =
= S w u. where the (tv1,..., w) are real-valued functions defined on/. Because (u.) are
Z-r
'

vector fields which are transplate of fa) along the geodesic k thus we have
(33)

7r«f = 0

for i = 1,... ,n.

We calculate covariant derivatives

(34)

7rw= S (tv')'u.
/»1 ■

and

(35)

7_.7rM’= L (tv')"u

From the formulas (31), (35) and from equation
Ru.ukui=Rijk'ut

we have
(36)

We interprete formulas (36) as a system of linear equations of second order with coeffi
cients (/?nw^) k! = 1,..., n and with the following initial conditions

(37)

tv(/?) = t

and

(7j-w)|(J = k
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where t, k are certain fixed vectors in 7^ ^M. We deduce the existence and uniqueness
of solution (w1, ... , wn) of system (3érom the theory of differential equations.
If we consider the solution w of (36) with initial conditions (37), and the curve k which
is parametrized by 7 :I->M then the composition

w

• 7 :/ -+

TM

gives us parametrization of a certain geodesic on {TM, Ve)- If

~ 1» •••

are

components of the curvante tensor of the connection V then the composition w • 7 para
metrizes a certain geodesic on (TM, Ve). If (Knnjfc7)W = 1, ••• » n are components of a

curvante -tensor of a connection V* then the composition w • 7 parametrizes a certain
geodesic on (TM, V*C). The latest statement is an example of 7ic-geodesic on (TM, Ve,

A
4. The horizontal lifts of ir-conjugate connections. Besides cosiderating complete lifts
of geometric objects (1,2) we take into consideration also the horizontal lift geometric
objects (see [4], chapter II).

The linear connection V77 on TM which is defined by the formulas

^X-o-

^X-o.

(38)

for any vector fields u, v on M, is called the horizontal lift of the linear connection VRemark. The vector field v11 defined as in 1, satisfies the equality

vtI (Z) = vc (Z) - ( V2 v) v

for each Z&TM ([4] p. 87)

It follows from the above that the connection V77 is well defined on the module of vector
fields on TM.
In the following part of our paper we will consider certain relations between the ho
rizontal lifts of the 7r-conjugate connections. Our considerations will be performed in local
coordinates of a chart (p~l (U), X).
The local coefficients of the connection V77 are

(39)
rji

Ji

1 ji

tf
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where (1^) are the local coefficients of the connection 7, (Rrjjh) are the coordinates of
the curvante tensor of the connection 7 and (Zr) are the coordinates of the vector Z E
Ep-1 (£/) with respect to the frame (Xi,, Xn).
Let A be a tensor field of the type (0,2) onM. A tensor field AH on TM (of the type
(0,2)) defined by formulas
AH(vc, uc)\z = A (?zv, tf) + A(y, ^zu)
AH(yc,uv)\z=A(yzv,u)

(40)

AH(vy, uc)\z=A(v,^zu)
A»(yv,u^\z = Q

is called the horizontal lift of A. A vectors v, u are arbitrary vector fields onM
Let B be a tensor field of the type (2,0) on M. A tensor field BH on TM, defined by
the formulas

BH(uC, <JC)\Z= B(\/zcû, o) + 5(o>, 7Za)

BH(uc, oK)lz = 5(7zw,o)
(41)
^(w , oc)lz =5(w,7z0)
^(wK, or)lz = 0

is called a horizontal lift of the tensor field B. The tensor BH is of the type (2,0). A covectors
to, a are arbitrary covectors fields on M.
Let 7r be a symmetric non-singular tensor field of the type (0,2) on M, and let (rr//) be
a matrix of a local components of it. The tensor field trH which is a horizontal lifting of it
and is defined by means of the formula (40) has the following matrix of local coordinates:

Zr‘nif\r~^Zirif
(42)

(if/iZ)(Z)

”t,‘

0
/

\

The tensor field (jf1// defined by the formula (41) has the following local coordinates

'o,
(43)

J

'

(rr")(2) : =
\

/
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Let M be the smooth differential manifold with the connection V- There is given sym
metric non-singular tensor field n of the type (0,2) on M and the linear connection V*
which is defined the formula (10).

Theorem. .The horizontal lifts of n-conjugate connections SJ* and V on M io a pair of

trc-conjugate connections

and

on TM.

Proof. Let (Gjj) be local coefficients of

and (r^y) be local coefficients of connec

tion V" defined by (39). The coordinates (tij^ and

of the tensor fields irc and

(jf1 )c respectively are defined in (5) and (6).

(45)

i»i

After some simple calculations we get
(45.1)

^, = r*( + n“(VA,)

(45.2)

G* =0

(45.3)

G/,_ = 0
/«'

(45.4)

G*- = 0

7»

it

(45.5)
(45.6)

(45.7)
(45.8)

g!l

=q

In the local coordinates we have formula

(46)

C‘=rJ’, +

Making use of the formulas (39) to the right-hand side of the formula (46) we get
proofs of the equalities (45.1 —45.4) and (45.6—45.8). Now it remains to prove (45.5).
The formulas (39) and (46) imply
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(47)

C*(Z) : = S [ZP(r*f + «*'(?,»„))!,-ZpBpfih]

where B denotes the curvanture tensor of V*- From the formulas (47) and (45.5) we have

G* (Z) = (I* + (7,*,,)^ + (7^,-/)?'*) 1 z

(48)

where 7/ is the operator of the covariant differentiation with respect to the connection 7,
and 7/ is the operator of the covariant differentiation with respect to the given connection
7*. The right-hand side of the formula (48) is:
ffl + CV/if,,)?*-

(49)

From the formulas

(A)

kt

(B)

’«It =7t’n + *»,’« + <H»„

(C)

and from the partial derivatives of the functions

g^fx1, ...,xn, Z'..... Z"):

=

........ x\k

with respect to the variables (x1, ... , x") for s, i = 1, ... , n the right-hand side of the
formula (49) is of the form:

l(z* V,’„•),/+2» rt,

+ Z*

+ z‘ I',

- ^(V* «„■ + r-t, »„ + r-z‘ I',,
+•!. - *7» '».>

After some abbreviation,

+2» rt,+ (Z* 17,,, - z‘ rtJ „ +

- n, ,z*»»+* n. v+z* ri, ’„)»“+
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(50)

Z* (7, »„)„»•*+ z* r*, , - z* /!,„» + z* r„ 7( „„
-^r'sVt.rt^-z" r„ 7,

^‘ + z* 7, „„ 7,

-

-z* I*, 7,

The left-hand side of the formula (48) takes the form
(51)

z* c H1/ - z‘ <4G), - z* G5, G'„ - z* r^, iy+z‘ (7j Mm »“ + z* 7,
—z* ri, Ij-z» r*, 7,

/> -z* 7,

«“ r< -z* 7» «„

+z* r), r-,+z* i* 7* «„• S’ **

7,

-

+

7, .rt

r-+z* 7,

Let it be non-singular tensor field on M. By a covariant derivating of the identity

jrfj ifh — 8hi we get

Consequently

7jt trs/ ^j^h=-

(°)

7* »„) Of* 7, *„)

with respect to any local chart (U, x) on Af
From the identity (A), (B) and (D) in (51) we have

(52)

c*(Z): =z* r*-z»«t/1.‘ +z*(7, Mix

~

-z‘ 7, «„ 7,»“ -2» r|, V, »„ «■' - z* 77, »„ «* -

-z‘Vt«„»“7/»rt»"+z‘7,7,.„»'‘.
By means of the idensity (D) it is easy to see: the equality of the right-hand member of
(50) and (52) holds. We obtain the equality

z*

- z* V - (fj+(?,»„)

+<7, M ;>;),z

what finishes the proof of the theorem (44).
Let Vrr =#= 0 on M and let ttH be the horizontal lift of the tensor field ir.
Remark. Connections V H and 7^ on TM are not necessarily the rr^-conjugate con
nections on TM.

Liftingi of v-Conjugate Connections

Proof. Suppose that connections 7*W and
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are n^-conjugate. That would imply

(53’)
in an arbitrary local chart (p_1(fZ),X) on TM. The last term of the formula (53') may be
written in the form of the sum of the 8 terms as in (45.1—45.8). We take one term of this
sum, e.g.
Gf/Z) = (f* + if»* (^ ift.) + if»'*'(7; if-,)), z.

(54)

A simple calculation yields
(^/ nsi)*Z = (^ *si\k~?Z ”si>*7 ~

-

ji

*ri ~

- fr. asr
r- = <tfl/ -7y. ttsi - r ttri - r' itsr = o.
a

Thus we have
V7«H = 0

(55)

and analoguously
Vz#Z/=0.

(56)

We obtain from formulas (54—56)
°A-is=I/r

(57)

On the other hand the application of formulas (39) to the connection given by for
mula (46) yields

(58)

^==r// + ’r*’(^/*,/)-

From the formulas (57) and (58) we obtain an inequality
(59)

because of 7y nsi

„

r// + "*,(V/’rr/),tr//

0. This inequality gives a contradiction, what completes the proof of

the remark (53).
Let (TM,
rr#) be the horizontal lift of the structure (M,
it) i.e. the horizontal
lift with respect to the given linear connection on M. In view of theorem (44) and of re
mark (53) we conclude that 7*^ and 7s are rrc-conjugate always, while 7*w and 7#
are nH -conjugate iff 7* = 0 on M.
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STRESZCZENIE

K. Yano i S. Isihara wprowadzili zupełne i horyzontalne podnoszenie obiektów geo
metrycznych z rozmaitości różniczkowej M na rozmaitość TM [4].
W tej pracy przedstawiono pewne własności par koneksji liniowych na TM danych po
przez zupełne oraz horyzontalne podniesienie par koneksji tr-sprzężonych z rozmaitości
M. Za pomocą metod danych w [4] zostały podniesione i zbadane pewne koneksje oraz
7r-geodezyjne na rozmaitości TM.
Wyniki tej pracy zawarte są w twierdzeniach (21) i (44). Wszystkie rozważania prowa
dzone są w kategorii C“.

РЕЗЮМЕ

К. Яно и С. Ишихара ввели совершенные и горизонтальные под
нятия геометрических объектов из дифференциального разнообразия
М на многообразие ТМ [4].
В этой работе представляется некоторые свойства пар линейной
связности на ТМ данных через совершенные и горизонтальные под
нятия пар П — спряженных связности с М. При помощи методов пред
ставленных в [4] переносится некоторые результаты касающиеся П
связности и П геодезийных из Л4 на ТМ.
Результаты этой работы содержатся в утверждениях [21] и [44]
и все рассуждения ведутся в категории С°°.

